Simulations of the circuit reliability are taking the essential role in the circuit design since the aggressive CMOS scaling degrades the reliability of transistors in terms of as bias temperature instability (BTI) and hot carrier (HC) [1] . The simulations predict the circuit characteristics incorporated with the transistor degradations. However the conventional methods [2] [3] substantially overestimate the degradations because the degradations are extrapolated based on circuit characteristics at the fresh condition without the reduction of the effective stress voltage due to the degradations. We have developed the circuit simulation coupled with dynamic transistor degradations. Self-consistent calculations between the circuit characteristics and the transistor degradations have the advantage of predicting the circuit lifetime. This paper shows that our scheme reproduces measurements of ring-oscillator circuit and is applicable to various circuits. Fig.1 shows a simple example of the comparison of our scheme with the conventional method for 10-stage buffer circuit. For the conventional method, the delay time of output waveform is 20% worse than for our scheme. This result has a close correlation with the difference in ∆Vth of pFETs between the two simulation methods. Fig.2 shows ∆Vth of pFET in the 1 st stage buffer. The conventional method predicts ∆Vth 20% larger than our scheme. Since the circuit simulation is performed coupled with the transient BTI and HC simulations, the effective stress voltage is reduced owing to the transistor degradations in our scheme. Fig.3 illustrates the schematic simulation method to reproduce the characteristics of the degraded MOSFETs. ∆Vth(t) and ∆I D (t)/I D (0), current reduction ratio, are incorporated in the circuit simulation. ∆Vth(t) and ∆I D (t)/I D (0) are expressed as power low functions extracted from the experimental results of single MOSFETs under DC stress conditions. ∆I D (t)/I D (0) is converted into the gate voltage shift divided by gm, transconductance. The converted ∆I D (t)/I D (0) and ∆Vth(t) are assembled into ∆V(t). The characteristics of the degraded MOSFETs are reproduced by appending a time-variable voltage source corresponding to ∆V(t) to the gate. The self-consistent iteration between the circuit simulation and the calculation of ∆Vth(t) and ∆I D (t) /I D (0) is a crucially important method for predicting the characteristics of degraded circuits accurately.
1: Introduction
Simulations of the circuit reliability are taking the essential role in the circuit design since the aggressive CMOS scaling degrades the reliability of transistors in terms of as bias temperature instability (BTI) and hot carrier (HC) [1] . The simulations predict the circuit characteristics incorporated with the transistor degradations. However the conventional methods [2] [3] substantially overestimate the degradations because the degradations are extrapolated based on circuit characteristics at the fresh condition without the reduction of the effective stress voltage due to the degradations. We have developed the circuit simulation coupled with dynamic transistor degradations. Self-consistent calculations between the circuit characteristics and the transistor degradations have the advantage of predicting the circuit lifetime. This paper shows that our scheme reproduces measurements of ring-oscillator circuit and is applicable to various circuits. Fig.1 shows a simple example of the comparison of our scheme with the conventional method for 10-stage buffer circuit. For the conventional method, the delay time of output waveform is 20% worse than for our scheme. This result has a close correlation with the difference in ∆Vth of pFETs between the two simulation methods. Fig.2 shows ∆Vth of pFET in the 1 st stage buffer. The conventional method predicts ∆Vth 20% larger than our scheme. Since the circuit simulation is performed coupled with the transient BTI and HC simulations, the effective stress voltage is reduced owing to the transistor degradations in our scheme. Fig.3 illustrates the schematic simulation method to reproduce the characteristics of the degraded MOSFETs. ∆Vth(t) and ∆I D (t)/I D (0), current reduction ratio, are incorporated in the circuit simulation. ∆Vth(t) and ∆I D (t)/I D (0) are expressed as power low functions extracted from the experimental results of single MOSFETs under DC stress conditions. ∆I D (t)/I D (0) is converted into the gate voltage shift divided by gm, transconductance. The converted ∆I D (t)/I D (0) and ∆Vth(t) are assembled into ∆V(t). The characteristics of the degraded MOSFETs are reproduced by appending a time-variable voltage source corresponding to ∆V(t) to the gate. The self-consistent iteration between the circuit simulation and the calculation of ∆Vth(t) and ∆I D (t) /I D (0) is a crucially important method for predicting the characteristics of degraded circuits accurately.
2: Transient BTI and hot carrier simulations

3: Impact of circuit configurations on degradations
We have conducted a reliability simulation of 23-stage ring oscillator (Fig.4) for the evaluation of the reproducibility. MOSFETs are fabricated in the conventional process and they have large gate length and thick gate oxides. t P , the output waveform period (illustrated in Fig.5 ) is measured at V DD =V MES after the circuit operates at V DD =V STR and 125 o C, where V STR >V MES . Fig.5 shows simulation and experimental results. The simulation reproduces the time-variation of t P and its temperature dependence. Fig.6 and Fig.7 show ∆Vth of MOSFETs at 85 o C and 25 o C respectively. HC dominantly degrades n/pFETs at both temperatures. On the other hand, though BTI degrades MOSFETs at 85 o C, it has less impact on the circuit at 25 o C. Even if the digital circuits have different configurations, they could achieve the same circuit functions. Fig.8 illustrates a shift register circuit configured with D-FF ( Fig.8-a) . D-FF consists of two D-latch circuits ( Fig.8-b ) and D-latch is also configured with NOR-logic ( Fig.8-c ) or NAND-logic circuit ( Fig.8-d ). Each type of D-latch circuit includes 55 nFETs and 55 pFETs. We have conducted the reliability simulations for all the MOSFETs in both circuits and examined the influence of the circuit configuration on the reliability. Fig.9 shows input and output waveforms at the fresh condition and 125 o C. Our scheme indicates the fragile devices in the circuits. NBTI for pFETs is a dominant degradation factor in this condition and Fig.10 shows the three worst and the three best of ∆Vth of pFETs in both circuits after 15years of-operation. In addition, Table. 1 illustrates the position of the degraded pFETs listed in Fig.10 . pFET2 is degraded more than pFET1 in NOR-logic shift register circuit. The simulation results indicate that the circuit configuration has less impact on ∆Vth of each MOSFETs, since the configuration of NAND-logic circuit is similar to that of NORlogic circuit. On the other hand, the delay in the output waveforms is different between the two circuits. As shown in Fig.11 , the output waveform of NAND-logic shift register is delayed four times greater than that of NOR-logic shift register. The difference of the circuit robustness between them depends on the stress temperature shown in Fig.12 . In terms of the circuit reliability, it is reveled that the shift register with NOR-logic is superior to that with NAND-logic.
4: Conclusions
We developed the circuit simulation coupled with transient BTI and HC simulations. Our simulation reproduces the experimental results and is applicable to various circuits. In addition, it is revealed that the circuit configuration has influence on the circuit reliability even if the circuits have the same functions. Our new scheme has the advantage of simulating the circuit characteristics to reduce excessive quality and design robust VLSI circuits. CK CK 
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